A high electrical and thermal conductivity coupled with low costs make copper (Cu) an enticing alternative to aluminum for the fabrication of interconnects in packaging applications. To tap into the benefits of the ever-reducing size of transistors, it is required to increase the input/output pin count on electronic chips, and thus, minimize the size of chip to board interconnects. Laser sintering of Cu nanoparticle (NP) inks can serve as a promising process for developing these micron sized, 3D interconnect structures. However, the exact processing windows for Cu NP sintering are not well known. Therefore, this paper presents an extensive experimental investigation of the sintering processing window with different lasers including femtosecond (fs), nanosecond (ns), and continuous-wave (CW) lasers. The dependence of the processing window on Cu layer thicknesses and laser exposure durations has also been investigated. A simplified model to estimate optimum laser sintering windows for Cu NPs using pulsed lasers is presented and the predicted estimates are compared against the experimental results. Given the simplicity of the model, it is shown to provide good estimates for fluence required for the onset of sintering and the processing window for good sintering of Cu NPs.
Introduction
Semiconductor industry has followed Moore's law to facilitate reduction in transistor size by a factor of 1000Â since the 1970s [1] . However, there is a large disconnect between the feature size capabilities of back end of line wafer fabrication processes and the minimum size of the chip to board interconnect structures. The multistep procedure of conventional fabrication processes leads to high complexity and high costs as well as the release of toxic waste from manufacturing [2] . Additionally, the minimum feature sizes on traditional processes are restricted based on the artifacts of the process, like maximum aspect ratio in the electroplating process. As such, additive manufacturing (AM) has risen as a viable alternative to fabricating smaller features with lower process complexity and lower cost [3, 4] . Unfortunately, current commercially available metal additive manufacturing processes either have difficulty in producing true three-dimensional (3D) structures (electrohydrodynamic jet printing and direct ink writing), work only in polymers (two-photon lithography and interference lithography), or are to slow to be used in high volume manufacturing processes (electrochemical deposition) which makes them incompatible with the electronics packaging application [5] . Recently, the sintering of nanoparticles (NPs) has attracted much interest as an alternative to conventional integrated circuit fabrication techniques [2, 5, 6] . To bridge the gap between the process capabilities, a new AM technique called microscale selective laser sintering (l-SLS) has been developed [7] [8] [9] .
One of the functional requirements for the l-SLS system is to be able to produce three-dimensional parts with 1 lm feature size. To achieve the 1 lm feature size as envisioned in the l-SLS system, Cu NPs are used in order to ensure that the sintered particles are at least one order of magnitude smaller than the final sintered part. Inks are used to avoid the agglomeration problems which are common with NP powders. A number of studies have been undertaken on metal NP sintering; however, the processing window for good sintering as a function of laser power, exposure time, layer thickness, and substrate is still lacking [10] .
The most common materials studied for electronics additive manufacturing are silver (Ag) and gold (Au) NPs due to the stability of these materials [3, 11, 12] . However, the high cost tends to be a drawback in extending them to wide use in large scale applications. Other studies have been done on comparing the sintering of Au NPs on glass against that on a Cu coated substrate [13] . That study showed much higher power requirements for the metal substrate than for glass. One study was focused on continuous wave (CW) laser sintering of Cu NPs on glass substrate [14] for two-dimensional nanopatterning. However, it was limited in its scope with regard to the variation of sintering irradiance with substrate diffusivity and thickness of the Cu layer.
In order to create very small features, short pulsed lasers are commonly used because they can have a smaller heat-affected zone from pulsed lasers which reduces the damage to the substrate and minimizes the area on the substrate that gets sintered by the laser [15] . For this reason, the sintering of NPs with ns and fs lasers has been studied extensively [6, 16] . Studies have been done to categorize the ablation threshold for Cu NPs using fs lasers [17, 18] and to compare the results of CW sintering to pulsed laser sintering using a single substrate but with silver NPs [19] but none of these studies present processing windows that could be used to additively manufacture good parts for electronics applications. Most studies either focus on the pulsed laser sintering or ablation of nanoparticles under the same conditions, or on the sintering of Cu NPs at a few power spots or time intervals. There is limited work out on the compilation of different sintering techniques on Cu NPs. In addition, there has been very little work on testing the variation of sintering fluence/irradiance requirements with different substrates or different thicknesses of NP layers. In chip packaging, due to the variety of substrates being used (alumina, silica, silicon nitride, polyimide, etc.), the substrate can have significantly different thermal properties in different areas which makes it difficult to be able to predict beforehand the sintering fluence/irradiance required. Thus, it is required to get a thorough understanding of the dependence of sintering processing parameters for substrates with a wide range of thermal properties.
A major thermal property of the substrate that dictates the sintering fluence/irradiance is the thermal diffusivity of the substrate. It is a measure of the ratio of heat propagation and volumetric heat absorption in a material. A higher thermal diffusivity means a higher heat conduction through the material compared to the heat absorbed into the material which causes raise in the temperature of the material. This study provides a comprehensive exploration of the feasible sintering regime for Cu NPs on a variety of substrates. The experiments have been conducted on two substrates with significantly different thermal diffusivitiesaluminum (thermal diffusivity-97 mm 2 /s [20] ) and glass (0.34 mm 2 /s [21] )-to identify the variations in the processing window with respect to the substrate's thermal diffusivity. This range of thermal diffusivity encompasses thermal diffusivities of commonly used substrates in electronic chip packaging such as alumina (12 mm 2 /s) and silicon nitride (0.86 mm 2 /s). In addition to studying the effect of the thermal diffusivity of the substrate, the results from using different types of lasers, fs and ns pulsed lasers and continuous wave lasers, are also investigated in this study. Additionally, the effects of changing the power of the laser as well as changing the sintering exposure time are considered. The experiments are conducted at three different thicknesses of Cu layers, and comparing all these data, the processing window has been divided into different regions including no sintering, weak sintering, good sintering, and ablation/melting.
The results of this investigation are presented in the Sintering Results section of the paper.
Experimental Setup
Femtosecond Laser Setup. A Cu NP ink (CI005-G from Intrinsiq Materials, Inc., Rochester, NY) with an average particle size of 100 nm was used for this study. The NP dispersed film was prepared by spin-coating the NP ink onto the substrate (either glass or aluminum) using an EZ 6 Spin coater (Best Tools, LLC, St. Louis, MO). The obtained film was dried by hot plate heating at 85 C for 10 min using a Corning PC-620D hot plate. The film was then irradiated by a fs laser (Spitfire ACE, Spectra Physics, Santa Clara, CA) in air with a central wavelength (k) of 800 nm, a repetition rate of 5 kHz, and a pulse duration of 100 fs (at FWHM). The spatial profile of the laser beam was essentially Gaussian with a beam diameter measuring 10 mm (at 1/e 2 ). The laser beam passed through a shutter and a series of reflective mirrors, entered a long working distance objective lens (10Â, numerical aperture NA 0.23, Mitutoyo), and focused on the Cu NP-dispersed film mounted on an X-Y axis stage. A beam splitter and polarizer were used for controlling the intensity of the laser beam. In addition, a charge-coupled device camera and a white light source were also installed for focusing the beam, determining focal spot size, and monitoring the sintering (see Fig. 1 ).
Nanosecond Laser Setup. For the ns laser, a 532 nm Nd-YAG laser (Spectra-Physics Explorer ICD-532-200-E) operated at a repetition rate of 5 kHz was employed as the laser source for sintering. The pulse duration for the laser varies between 5 and 35 ns depending on the pulse repetition frequency. The laser beam was Gaussian with a beam waist diameter of 0.20 mm. Rest of the optics setup used was similar to the one used for the fs laser apparatus except that the objective used was a 40Â microscope objective (NA-0.65).
Continuous Wave Laser Setup. For the CW laser setup, a 3 W diode pumped solid state laser laser (Lasever, Inc., Ningbo, China) with a central wavelength of 532 nm was employed. The laser beam was Gaussian with a beam waist diameter of 3 mm. The laser beam was focused through a 50Â (NA-0.55) objective onto the samples through a couple of mirrors and mechanical shutter as Transactions of the ASME shown in Fig. 2 . The laser powers were measured using a thermal power measurement sensor (Ophir optronics,10A-P P/N 7Z02649) for power range 40 mW-10 W and using a photodiode sensor (Ophir optronics, PD 300 P/N 7Z02410) for powers up to 40 mW. Three different thicknesses of Cu NPs were used in this research to study the effect of layer thickness on sintering fluence/ irradiance of Cu NPs. Table 7 in the Appendix lists the spin coating parameters to achieve different thicknesses of Cu NP layers on aluminum and glass substrates. Thicknesses of Cu NP layers on both glass and aluminum substrates were kept to be the same and were measured to be 0.460.2 lm, 0.860.2 lm, and 1.260.2 lm using an optical profilometer (Wyko NT 9100).
Theory
To estimate the energy required to sinter layer of NPs in the powder bed using the pulsed lasers, a simplified model of the sintering mechanism has been developed [5] . Overall, there are three fluence thresholds which are of interest for understanding the sintering of Cu NPs: (1) The onset of sintering threshold-fluence at which the necking between particles can be observed, (2) the melting threshold-fluence at which the particles melt, and (3) the ablation threshold-fluence at which particles vaporize. The energy thresholds required to sinter, melt, and ablate a spot size of diameter, D, and layer thickness, h, can be found using Eqs.
(1)-(3) [8] , respectively, where f is the repetition rate, q is the powder density, C P is the specific heat, l f is the heat of fusion, l v is the heat of vaporization, T i is the initial temperature of the powder bed, T f is the sintering temperature, and A is the absorptivity of the powders
The corresponding threshold fluences are, therefore, given by
In this model, a few simplifying assumptions have been made. It is assumed that: (1) some properties of the NPs such as the specific heat capacity, heat of fusion, and heat of vaporization are the same as that of the bulk material; (2) threshold fluences (onset of sintering, melting, and ablation) are independent of exposure times as the time between each pulse is long enough so that particle bed returns to its initial state and past train of pulses do not affect the threshold fluences; (3) all of the laser energy during each pulse is expended in raising the temperature of the particles, i.e., there are no losses to the surroundings or neighboring particles; and (4) the NPs in the ink start sintering at 330 C which have been observed [9] are much lower than the melting point of the bulk Cu. This means that the model does not capture all of the physics going on in the sintering process but it does provide a good initial estimate of the potential processing window for good sintering. This simple engineering model is, therefore, useful in determining the initial laser parameters around which the sintering process can be tuned to provide the best results.
For calculating the fluences accurately, estimates of physical and thermal properties including density, specific heat capacity, sintering onset temperature, heat of fusion, heat of vaporization, and absorptivity of Cu NP layer are required. Although melting of material occurs at bulk melting temperature for particles >10 nm in size, surface melting phenomenon can occur at much lower temperatures [22] and that is why the model assumes the melting temperature to be the same as sintering temperature. Thermal properties like specific heat capacity, heat of fusion, and heat of vaporization of Cu have been assumed to be the same as that of bulk Cu and have been taken from the literature (see Table 1 ). Other physical properties including density, absorptivity, thickness, and sintering temperature have been obtained experimentally.
Nanoparticle Property Measurements
Density Measurements. Cu ink samples were spun on the substrate using the EZ6 spin coater, and weight measurements were taken using a symmetry PA analytical balance (Cole Parmer, Inc., Vernon Hills, IL) before and after (substrate with dried ink) the spin coating. The thickness of the layer was measured using a stylus profilometer (Dektak 6M). Coating area was estimated using the ImageJ image processing tool (see Fig. 3 ), and then, volume of the Cu nano-ink layer can be obtained as the product of the Journal of Micro-and Nano-Manufacturing MARCH 2018, Vol. 6 / 010903-3 measured thickness and estimated area. The density of the spin coated ink layer was obtained to be 3.8460.65 g/cm 3 .
Sintering Temperature Determination. Though the melting temperature of bulk Cu is 1085 C, NPs have been observed to sinter [9, 23] much below their bulk melting temperatures. Differential scanning calorimetry of the ink showed an exothermic peak at around 330 C, indicating the onset of the sintering process [9] . Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images that were taken just before and after the exothermic peak (see Fig. 4 ) show the distinction between unsintered and sintered particles. The sample heated to 350 C showed significant necking between the particles, and thus, validating the hypothesis that the exothermic peak at 330 C corresponds to the onset of sintering. Therefore, 330
C is used as the sintering temperature for modeling.
Absorptivity Measurement. Absorptivity of the Cu layers were obtained indirectly by measuring the reflectance and transmittance of the samples. A Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR (Agilent Technologies) was used to measure the transmittance and reflectance of a 150-nm thick Cu layers on glass substrate. To obtain the transmittance for the three Cu layer thicknesses included in the study, Beer-Lambert's law [24] given in Eq. (7) was used to obtain the absorption coefficient, and subsequently, the transmittance was obtained for 532 nm and 800 nm wavelengths by assuming that the absorption coefficient remains constant over the thickness range (0.15-1.2 lm)
I(z) denotes the intensity of light at depth z, z denotes the propagation direction, I 0 is the initial amplitude of intensity, and a is the absorption coefficient. The reflectance data for the three-layer thicknesses were obtained using reflectance spectroscopy setup of the spectrophotometer, and finally, the absorptivity of the sample was obtained by subtracting the reflectivity and transmissivity from the overall normalized light intensity. Figure 5 shows the resultant absorptivity graph for different thicknesses of Cu layer on glass. Absorptivity graph for Cu layer on aluminum has been included in the Appendix.
Using the parameters listed in Table 1 and absorptivity of the sample, different threshold fluences were calculated at both 532 nm and 800 nm wavelengths of light and are listed in Tables 2  and 3 for glass and aluminum substrates, respectively. The slight difference in values between the fluence estimates for two substrates arises from the small difference in absorptivity of samples on these substrates at the previously-mentioned wavelengths. The values in the tables indicate the nominal fluence value for that For example, fluence range for the onset of sintering using fs laser (800 nm wavelength) for a 0.4 lm thick Cu layer on glass substrate was estimated to be between 14 and 74 mJ/cm 2 . The primary factor of uncertainty in fluence estimate propagates from the uncertainty in thickness measurement of Cu layers. Uncertainty propagation for fluence estimates can be found in the Appendix.
Sintering Results
Femtosecond Laser Sintering. For fs laser sintering, spot diameter for all samples (on both glass and aluminum substrate) was fixed at 90610 lm. On aluminum substrate, laser powers between 260.3 mW (which equates to a fluence of 6.361.7 mJ/ cm 2 ) and 1660.3 mW (50.3611.2 mJ/cm 2 ) were tested. Samples were exposed for 50 ms and 500 ms. With glass as the substrate, the powers were varied from 660.3 mW to 1860.3 mW which correspond to a fluence range from 18.964.3 mJ/cm 2 to 56.6612.6 mJ/cm 2 . Figures 6-8 show the SEM images of fs laser sintered spots on aluminum and glass substrates.
Any misalignment between the optical elements in the system could lead to diffraction and interference effects from the edges of these optical elements and can lead to diffraction/interference patterns to appear on the sample as observed in these samples.
Sintering results from fs laser sintering on different substrates and different thicknesses have been condensed and represented as regions in Figs. 9 and 10. The pulsed laser sintering results (ns and fs lasers) have been classified into four broad categories: (1) no sintering: spots which were not affected by the incident laser power, i.e., no visible spot seen under the SEM (Fig. 11(a) ); (2) weak sintering: spots which were partially affected by sintering and where some necking between particles could be observed. However, the extent of necking between particles was small and only a fraction of the spot area showed any necking between the particles. Figure 11 (b) is one example of weak sintering; (3) good sintering: spots which showed significant necking between the particles and a majority portion of the spot area showed sintering ( Fig. 11(c) ); and (4) ablation/damage to the substrate: spots where a fraction or all of the spot area has been vaporized to reveal the substrate underneath, and in some cases, damaging the substrate as well (Fig. 11(d) ).
Each row in Fig. 6 shows the SEM images of spots sintered with increasing powers on different Cu layer thicknesses (0.4 lm and 1.2 lm) on Al substrate for an exposure time of 500 ms. It can be observed that for the same fluence and same exposure time, spots fall into different categories (defined earlier) depending upon the layer thickness. Spot shown in Fig. 6 (b) (Fluence-18.964.3 mJ/cm 2 -0.4 lm thick Cu) is ablated, while the spot sintered with same fluence (see Fig. 6 (f)) on a 1.2 lm thick Cu shows good sintering. Similar behavior is also observed with glass as the substrate (see Fig. 8 ). The trend of sintering threshold with thickness can be observed from the plots shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The sintering threshold increases slightly with increasing thickness of the Cu layer on either aluminum or glass substrate. Weakgood sintering window also expands with increasing Cu layer thickness. It is also interesting to note that, at lowest thickness of Cu layer, there is virtually no "good sintering" region.
With increasing exposure time, the extent of sintering improves as observed from Fig. 7 on Al substrate. In the figure, it is evident that more regions inside the spot are affected at longer exposure time compared to the spots with shorter exposure time. However, sintering and ablation thresholds do not vary much with exposure times as observed from the processing window plots. Material heating and cooling cycle for a fs laser can finish in a few picoseconds [27] . Thus, at a pulse repetition rate of 5000 Hz (interpulse duration-200 ls), the spot is already back to the room temperature before the next pulse hits the spot. For fluences lower than ablation threshold, current pulse improves the necking between the already necked particles (which have been initiated by previous train of pulses), and thus, enhances the sintering quality. For fluences larger than ablation threshold, each pulse removes more and more material out of the spot. This explains why no significant effect of exposure time can be seen on the processing window. Table 4 compares the onset of sintering and melting thresholds (from model) for different thicknesses of Cu layers on aluminum and glass substrates with the sintering window obtained from experimental data. From the model, it is expected that sintering will be observed between the onset of sintering and melting threshold. Overall, the experimental sintering window seems to be in good agreement with the predicted thresholds within margins of experimental error. The model is overestimating the thresholds slightly due to the fact that it uses specific heat capacity, heat of fusion, and heat of vaporization of the bulk material instead of that for NPs. Nanoparticles of metals such as tin have been reported to show a lower heat of fusion than their bulk counterparts by over 50% depending upon the size of NPs [28, 29] . However, the change in the thermodynamic properties of Cu as a function of NP size is not well known which leads to this overprediction.
Experimental sintering window along with ablation thresholds is nearly the same for both substrates suggesting that sintering and ablation thresholds are independent of the thermal diffusivity of the material for the fs laser sintering. Previous studies have reported the melting fluence of Cu NPs (diameter-10 nm) using a fs laser (800 nm, 100 fs pulse duration) of 12.8 mJ/cm 2 [6] and ablation threshold using a (248 nm, 500 fs pulse duration) fs laser to be 170 mJ/cm 2 [30] . For the three thicknesses used in this study, the damage threshold varies between 14.2 mJ/cm 2 and 53.5 mJ/ cm 2 depending on the thickness of the Cu layer (see Figs. 9 and 10). This shows good agreement of the results with the previously reported values.
Nanosecond Laser Sintering. The spot size for ns laser sintering experiments was fixed at 100610 lm for all thicknesses and substrates. Laser power was varied between 1065 mW and 140610 mW which corresponds to a fluence range of 25.5614 mJ/cm 2 and 357676 mJ/cm 2 for both aluminum and glass substrates. Exposure times of 50 ms and 500 ms were used. Figures 12 and 13 show the SEM images of sintered samples on aluminum substrate and on glass substrate, respectively.
The complete sintering window for ns laser sintering has been depicted in Figs. 14 and 15. Sintering spots have been characterized into the same four categories defined earlier for the fs laser sintering: (1) no sintering, (2) weak sintering, (3) good sintering, and (4) ablation/damage.
Scanning electron microscope images in Fig. 12 (aluminum) and Fig. 13 (glass) show the progression of sintering with increasing power and the comparison between different thicknesses of Cu layers. Looking at the SEM images and plots showing the sintering regions, it is evident that the thresholds for all the four categories increase with increasing thickness of the Cu layer. This behavior is observed with both substrates. Also, the good sintering window also becomes wider with increasing thickness of Cu layer, the same trend it demonstrated with fs laser sintering. Variations in different thresholds with changing exposure times are insignificant. Weak-good sintering window from the experimental data matches quite well with the predicted fluence window between the onset of sintering and melting thresholds (see Table 5 ).
Theoretical ablation fluence for bulk Cu films using a 532-nm ns laser has been reported to be between 3.28 and 6 J/cm 2 [31, 32] . Experimental studies have reported the Cu film ablation threshold to be 1.61 J/cm 2 [31] which is lower than the theoretical threshold. This discrepancy is due to the fact that the theoretical model [32] [33] [34] is based on thermal model of vaporization and does not take into account the effects of plasma ignition which aids ablation, thus reducing the fluence requirement for ablation. The experimental ablation threshold in this study varies between 63.5 and 331 mJ/cm 2 depending upon the thickness of Cu layer. This is 10-100 times smaller than the previously reported theoretical estimate and 5-25 times smaller than the experimental results reported in the literature for Cu thin films. This difference can be explained by the fact that the theoretical model estimate and the experimental data reported in the literature were for bulk Cu films and not for Cu NP beds. Nanoparticles due to their high surface area to volume ratio and high surface energies exhibit properties which are completely different from bulk properties including low melting point and enhanced absorption due to surface plasmon resonance which is absent in bulk Cu. Cu NPs show a strong absorption peak near 570 nm [35] which can also be corroborated by the absorption curves presented earlier in this study. This peak is a result of the surface plasmon resonance band which have been observed between 560 nm and 580 nm [36] . This is close to the wavelength of the ns laser (532 nm), and thus, a higher absorption by the NPs is observed compared to the bulk Cu film. Besides enhanced absorptivity, the thermal conductivity of NPs is poor compared to the bulk material [37, 38] . This leads to lower conduction losses, and thus, aiding NP melting at very low energy levels. In addition, melting temperature depression enables ablation driven by vaporization at much lower laser energy than bulk. The cumulative effect of all these factors causes a significant reduction in actual ablation threshold as observed in this study. Balling up of NPs was another phenomenon which was significantly higher with ns laser sintering compared to fs laser sintering. Balling occurs when the NP melt pool is unstable, i.e., when the total surface of the melt pool is larger than the surface area of a sphere with same volume, the melt pool tends to ball up [39] . This effect is more prominent with ns laser as compared to fs laser because the pulse duration is long enough that it allows the formation of melt pool and because the interaction between ns laser and material is thermal in nature. On the other hand, the interaction of fs laser with matter is largely electrostatic and is hardly affected by the thermal transport mechanisms [18] or by hydrodynamic effects.
It is also interesting to note that samples on both aluminum and glass substrates demonstrated similar experimental threshold fluences with both fs and ns lasers. With fs laser, as the pulse duration is smaller than the lattice heating time [18] , there is no chance of conduction between the particles and the substrate, and hence, no effect of substrate diffusivity is expected. When the timescales are longer than lattice heating time, heat penetration depth is given by
where j is the thermal diffusivity of the material and t is the pulse duration of the ns laser. For bulk Cu, thermal diffusivity is [40] and with a pulse duration of 25 ns, thermal penetration depth comes out to be 1.6 lm which is larger than the layer thicknesses used in this study. However, due to porous nature of NP bed compared to the bulk, thermal diffusivity of the NPs can be significantly smaller, and thus, the penetration depth might be on the same order and in some cases even smaller than the thickness of the layer thus making the role of substrate's thermal diffusivity in conduction of heat minimal. And that explains why similar thresholds were observed with both substrates using ns laser.
The model presented earlier does a good job in predicting the sintering window (window between the onset of sintering fluence and melting fluence) for both fs and ns lasers within the limits of experimental error. It works well for fs laser estimation because there is insignificant heat diffusion into the surrounding during the pulse's timescale, and thus, the assumption in the model that there are no losses seems valid for the fs laser sintering. The predictions are slightly larger than the actual sintering window due to the bulk material property assumptions mentioned earlier.
For ns laser, the predictions do not consider the losses due to heat transport (conduction), and thus, the model estimates should be lower than the actual sintering window results. Conduction losses become significant when pulse duration is larger than lattice heating time [41] . Lattice heating time is on the order of picoseconds, and hence, conduction is a major source of losses for ns laser sintering [18] . However, the model uses specific heat capacity and heats of fusion of bulk material which contribute to overestimation of threshold of onset of sintering and melting, and thus, inflating the estimate. Due to the overall effect of these competing factors, the model estimates the sintering window with good agreement with the experimental data.
Vaporization thresholds predicted by the model (see Tables 2  and 3 ) are one order of magnitude higher than the actual ablation thresholds observed with both fs and ns lasers on both substrates. In fact, ablation was quite significant with fluences larger than the melting fluence thresholds. This behavior of NPs can be explained by the fact that NPs of metals [42] and alloys [43] (GeTe nanowires) have been reported to have enhanced sublimation much below their melting points. At elevated temperatures, the vapor pressure of small metal NPs can be orders of magnitude higher than that of the bulk metal which leads to a reduced heat of vaporization. And, thus, the actual heat required for vaporization of NPs would be much lower than the heat of vaporization of bulk metal which has been used in the model. This explains the reason for ablation of particles much below the fluence corresponding to vaporization of bulk material. Overall, a better measure of the heat of vaporization of Cu NPs is needed to make an accurate estimate of the vaporization threshold.
Overall, despite using some of the physical properties of the bulk material like specific heat capacity, heat of melting, and heat of vaporization, the simple thermodynamic model presented in this paper still provides good estimate of the onset of sintering fluence for the Cu NPs using fs and ns laser sources. However, to get a more accurate estimate of the fluence level for ablation, it would be desirable to find and employ the thermal properties of the NPs. Another limitation of this model is that it only uses the principle of conservation of energy and does not differentiate between the different modes of heat transfer, i.e., conduction, convection, and radiation. Thus, a more rigorous approach which uses the laser-NP interaction mechanisms can be used to get better estimates of the sintering and ablation thresholds. Since the model does not consider the heat transport between NPs, this model will not be effective in estimating the sintering fluence for continuous wave lasers as there is considerable heat being lost due to all three modes of heat transfer when longer duration heat sources are used for the sintering process.
Continuous Wave Laser Sintering. For CW laser sintering on a glass substrate, the spot size was fixed at 2865 lm using a 50Â long working distance objective. Due to high power density requirements for sintering of Cu NPs on aluminum substrate, the spot size on aluminum substrates had to be fixed at 1663 lm. Fluence is defined as the pulse energy density hitting the sample surface, i.e., pulse energy of the laser divided by the area of the spot. A CW laser, however, is a continuous laser beam and does not have pulses. For CW lasers, irradiance, also called as power density, can be thought of as the counterpart to fluence (associated with pulsed lasers). It is defined as the average power of the laser divided by the spot size. In this study, irradiance was used as the control parameter for CW laser sintering. For glass substrate, powers ranging from 1063 mW to 300610 mW were tested. This power range corresponds to an irradiance range from 1.6260.76 kW/cm 2 to 48.72617.48 kW/cm 2 . For sintering on aluminum substrate, laser powers varying from 100610 mW to 1500650 mW corresponding to an irradiance range of 49.73619.30 kW/cm 2 to 746.046280.87 kW/cm 2 were tested. With ns and fs lasers, it was postulated that the exposure times will not affect the various thresholds much as the pulse durations were very small compared to the heat diffusion time (in the case of fs lasers) and the time between pulses was long enough compared to the pulse durations, and thus, past train of pulses did not affect the sintering characteristics, i.e., there was no accumulation effect between the pulses. This hypothesis does not work with CW lasers as the laser is hitting the surface continuously for the exposure duration and energy is being accumulated in the material which causes different phenomena such as sintering and melting of NPs. Thus, to get an accurate understanding of the dependence of these thresholds on the exposure time, four different exposure times were used for the CW laser sintering-10 ms, 50 ms, 200 ms, and 500 ms. Figures 16 and 17 show the SEM images of CW laser sintered samples on aluminum and glass substrates, respectively. All the spots have been classified into four categories: (1) no sintering (see Fig. 18 (a) for reference), (2) weak sintering (Fig. 18(b) )-some sintering across the spot area but sintering is not uniform across the spot, (3) good sintering (Fig.  18(c) )-significant necking between the particles and sintering is uniform throughout the spot, and (4) melting: NPs melt to form a visible melt pool (Figs. 16(c) and 18(d) ) and the hydrodynamics of the melt pool forced it toward the periphery of the spot ( Fig. 18(d) ) shows the edge of the spot where melt pool can be seen accumulated). Instead of having ablation as one of the categories, melting was selected because the irradiance requirement for the ablation of NPs using CW lasers is extremely high, and due to the limitations of the experimental setup, the ablation of Cu NPs using CW laser could not be observed. Figs. 19 and 20 show different regions in the processing window for samples sintered with CW laser on glass and aluminum substrates. Figures 16 and 17 show the SEM images of spots sintered with increasing powers on different thicknesses (with constant exposure time) for aluminum and glass substrates, respectively. From the SEM images on both substrates and the plots shown in Figs. 21 and 22, the sintering thresholds are observed to increase with increasing thickness. With respect to exposure time, the irradiance thresholds generally increase with decreasing exposure time except a few anomalies. For example, the melting threshold appears to be constant with exposure time for 0.4 lm and 1.2 lm thick samples on aluminum substrates. SEM images in Fig. 23 show the change in sintering behavior with exposure time at a constant irradiance for aluminum and glass substrates, respectively. This trend seems to be consistent across different thicknesses and substrates. On comparing the higher magnification images of the CW laser sintered spots (see Fig. 18 ) with the ones sintered using short pulsed lasers (see Fig. 11 ), it is evident that the quality of sintering observed with CW lasers is much better in terms of uniformity of sintering across the spot area. It was also observed that the balling phenomenon which was significant with ns laser was hardly observed with CW laser sintering. The continuity of laser beam over a single spot for the entire duration of exposure time prevents localized spheroidization of NPs. Another major difference between the CW laser sintered spots and pulse laser sintered spots is the heat-affected zone in the two cases. With pulsed lasers, the spot boundaries were well defined and the adjoining regions were hardly affected, especially with fs laser sintered spots. On the other hand, CW laser sintered spots have considerably large heat affected areas around the spot and this heat affected zone grows with the increasing exposure time as can be observed from the SEM images in Fig. 23 . The cross-sectional SEM image of the sintered spot ( Fig. 24(b) ) shows significant sintering between particles across layers, whereas the particles across layers can be seen distinct from one another in an unsintered spot. It is imperative that all particles across the thickness of the layer are adequately sintered to ensure desirable mechanical and electrical properties of the sintered part.
Plots in

Discussion
From the compiled data for all the laser sintered spots, it is evident that the power requirements with CW laser sintering are much higher compared to those with pulsed laser sintering. Table  6 lists the fluence/irradiance sintering windows (weak-good sintering regions) for aluminum and glass substrates using all the three lasers. The values in the table indicate the minimum fluence/irradiance and maximum fluence/irradiance (with uncertainties) across different thicknesses to achieve sintering of NPs. For pulsed lasers, average irradiance levels have also been presented in addition to the fluences, so that the comparison with CW laser becomes easier. From the table, it can be observed that the sintering irradiance threshold is highest for the CW laser followed by ns laser and then by fs laser. Range of irradiances for sintering is also the widest for CW laser, and then, followed by ns and fs lasers in that order.
It is interesting to observe that the effect of thermal diffusivity of the substrate material on the sintering threshold and sintering window is significantly observable only with CW laser sintering. The large difference in sintering thresholds for samples with aluminum and glass substrates can be attributed to the difference in diffusivity of glass and aluminum. Aluminum with a higher diffusivity allows heat to diffuse through it easily as compared to glass. With CW laser sintering, there is a constant supply of heat for 10-500 ms (exposure times used in this study) which is sufficient for the heat to travel through the NP layer (time taken is on the order of few tens of nanoseconds depending upon the effective thermal diffusivity of Cu NPs-see Eq. (9)) to the substrate, and then, the substrate acts as a heat sink. A substrate with high thermal diffusivity (aluminum) dissipates the heat, inhibiting the sintering process and a substrate with low thermal diffusivity (glass) stores the heat to raise the bed temperature, and thus, aiding the sintering process. Thus, samples on aluminum substrate require much higher irradiance for sintering of NPs than are required for samples on glass substrate. The effect of substrate diffusivity does not seem to significantly affect the sintering with pulsed lasers (fs and ns) due to the fact that pulse times are shorter than time it takes then heat to diffuse within the powder bed.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the sintering processing window for Cu NPs using different laser sources (fs, ns, and CW lasers). A comprehensive investigation was carried out to identify regions of: (1) no sintering, (2) weak sintering, (3) good sintering, and (4) ablation/melting in the processing window for each of the different lasers. The variation of these regions with thickness of the Cu layers and exposure times was also studied and identified. This study showed that both pulsed and CW lasers have their own advantages and disadvantages. With pulsed lasers, the heataffected zones are minimal but their processing window is narrow and requires a tight control on the processing parameters to achieve good sintering. On the other hand, CW lasers provide a much larger processing window and flexibility in control parameters, and the sintering quality is also better in terms of uniformity of sintering across the spot. However, it suffers from heat diffusion and can have significantly larger heat-affected zones depending upon the exposure time. This knowledge of optimum sintering windows for Cu NPs using different lasers will prove to be extremely helpful for researchers trying to use Cu NPs for the additive manufacturing of electronic structures.
This paper also presented a simplified model to estimate the ideal sintering window for metal NPs using pulsed lasers. Based on the analysis of experimental results obtained from fs and ns laser sintering of Cu NPs, the model seems to be in good agreement with the experimental data within the margins of experimental error. This simplified model can thus prove to be extremely useful in identifying the maximum power requirement for sintering based on desired throughput from the tool which is required to design systems/tools that employ pulsed laser sintering of metal NPs.
The model accuracy (especially for vaporization thresholds) could be improved by using effective properties of the NP bed instead of the bulk material properties such as specific heat capacity, heat of fusion, and heat of vaporization. Another scope of improvement in the model could be to consider the different modes of heat transfer between NPs and between NPs and the surroundings in the energy conservation equation. A more rigorous approach that uses the laser-NP interaction mechanisms could help to get better estimates of the sintering and ablation thresholds. Further studies may be conducted to investigate the mechanical and electrical properties of good sintered spots and identify the correlations between these properties and sintering processing parameters. The hypothesis regarding the role of substrate diffusivity on sintering processing window which was verified in this study with two substrates can also be corroborated and consolidated by conducting experiments with substrates having a range of thermal diffusivities. 
